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Introdtiction

This guide describes a simple, pedal-operated mill
suitable for grinding hard grains and legumes on
a village scale. It shows how to make the mill
end how en ordinary bicycle can provide support
both for the operator and the drive components.
The mill works at high speed and takes advantage of the smaller effort required when the
operator is using his legs rather than his arms to
drive it. A second person is needed to feed the
mill bv hand.
The mill is intended for use over brief periods to
meet the day-tc-jay needs of householders. It is
not intended to be used intensively for long
perfods.
The output of the mill depends on how fir,3 a
product is needed and how much energy the
operator exerts.
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Description

The complete mill unit is shcwn in drawing
opposite. The unit is made up of twe distinct
components; a grinding unit and a mounting
frame-in this case a bicycle.
The mill itself uses a high-speed grinding action
which is broadly similar to that used by conventional powered hammer mills. The operator turns
the pedals at a normal. brisk cycling speed. The
cycle wheel in turn drives a roller shaft on its
outer edge at a speed of about 5,KIO revs per
minute. A fixed rotor arm is fitted to this shaft
and the grain is broken up after it is struck by
the tip of the rotor. A screening mesh controls
the fineness of the grinding process.
For a given effort the output of the mill depends
on the fineness of the product required. The mill
works best on hard, brittle grains such as maize,
millet and sorghum and on legumes such as soya
beans.
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Parts and materials

list

Name

Qty

Material

Approximate amount required

1

Front plate

1

2

Back plate

1

‘/8 in (3 mm1 thick steel sheet
%K(1.5 mm) thick steel sheet
‘/ in (3 mm) thick steel sheet
‘%.(1.5 mm) thick steel sheet
‘/ in (3 mm) thick steel sheet
‘Yain (3 mm) thick steel sheet
% in 13 mm) thick steel sheet
% in (6 mm) thick steel sheet

15inx15in
Cl80x380mm)
15inx8inK?80x200mm~
15 in x 21 in (380x 530 mm)
16inxl
in @OOx25mm)
8% in diam (210 mm)
30 in x 1 ‘% in (760 x 32 mm)
14 in x 2% in (350x 65 mm)
4inxZin
(l00x50mm)

2

% in (3 mm) thick steel sheet

4inx8in

1
1

2’% in (65 mm) diameter steel bar 8 in long (2COmm)
1% in (30 mm) diameter steel bar 8 in long (200 mm)
3 in x 1 in (75x 25 mm)
‘/o in (6 mm) thick steel
% in (6 mm) thick steel
2 in x 12% in (50x 320 mml
2 in x lZ’/i in (50x 320 mm)
% in (6 mm) thick steel
l/r in (6 mm) thick steel
1 in x 12 in (25x 300 mm)
% in (20 mm) x ‘/ in (3 mm)
8% in long (210 mm)
steel strip
2 in long (50 mm)
1 in (25 mm) diameter steel bar
120 in EOC0 mm)
1% inxl% inx%in 00X30x
5 mm) steel angle
‘/4 in (6 mm) thick steel
lCOinxl%
in (2500X38mm)
26 in x 1 in (660 x 25 mm)
Various: see page 18
Use light series ball bearings which are supplied
with grease lubricant which is retained with a
shield fitted to each side of the bearing. Bearings
with flexible seals which touch the inner race are

Part

i:
5

Rim setting disc
Screen rim
Mounting pivot
Mounting pivot
backing pbte
Wheel support
plate
Bearing housing
Roller shaft
Screen clamp
Upper support arm
Upper support arm
Lower support arm
Rotor

15

Bicycle stand

1

8
17

Screens
Bearing

i

;
10
11
16
3
i
12

1
1

:
1
1
1

not suitable.

The following % in (12 mm) bore bearings are
suitable:
RHP Type LJ % -22 (6201-22 metric)
SKF Type RLS-4-2Z
(6201-22 metric)
These bearings have the following dimensions:
bore ‘/ in (12 mm); width 7/sin (10 mm);
diameter l%.in (32 mm)

flCOx2COmm)

Manufacture

The device can be manufactured in any .wellequipped workshop. The following machine tools
(and competent operators) should be available:
1. Small lathe equipped for turning between
centres. knurling and drilling
2. Small milling machine
3. Acetylene welding set
4. Pedestal drilling machine
5. Band saw (preferably)
The following hand tools are required:
6. engineer’s bench and vice
7. hack saw and sheet metal cutters
8. range of twist drills and screw taps
9. marking out equipment
10. files and general engineering hand tools
The mill can be built from normal workshop
materials but the following special components
are also necessary:
11. two shielded ball bearings tsee page 4)
12. screening meshes fsee page 18)
The list on page 4 gives details of the material requirements for each component. Construction and
assembly instructions are given in the following pages. You are recommended to read these through
before starting work.
Dimensions are given in inches with millimetres in brackets. Use only one system and do not
mix the units. as. in a number of cases, inch and millimetre dimensions are not directly
equivalent.
Unless otherwise
value.

stated; dimensions

should be limited to F ‘/win (0.4 mm) from the given

Make the following
mill

components

for the

1 Mill front plate
Material

‘A in (3 mm) thick steel sheet
%a in ft.5 mm) thick steel sheet
1. Construct the front plate either by bending
over the edges or by cutting the edges out
separately and welding them on later.
2. >vlarkout the YEin (3 mm) thick steel sheet as
shown in the drawing. Drill the holes and
carefully mark the positions where the chute
parts must be fitted later.
3. If the edges are to be folded, cut out the
plate as it is drawn and, using a strong vice,
press or folding machine, bend the upper and
two side edges to form an edge to the plate
on the side away from the chute. Make sure
that the inside width is 12% in 1314 mml.
Join the corners with a continuous weld and
file away any sharp edges.
4. If the edges cannot be folded easily, cut out
separate pieces for the edges about 1 ‘/e in
(29 mm) wide and cut the plate out as a
12% in (314 mm) square). Then carefully weld
on the edges, making sure that the inside
dimension is still 12% in (314 mm) as before.
5. Cut out. from %Sin (1.5 mm) thick steel sheet,
the chute parts. Fold the.larger piece to form
the chute. Drill four % in (6 mm) dia holes in
the front plate to match the holes in the chute
and then bolt the chute on. Do not weld it
because this will distort the plate.
6. Produce the finger guard and position it inside
thz chute. Ensure that the guard is fitted to
the correct side of the chute and that the gap
at the bottom is J/8in (9.5 mm) as shown.
The fi,nger guard also prevents grain being
knocked out of the mill. Tack weld the
guard securely to the inside of the chute
but not to the front plate itself,

: 6
1

0

1
lZtin(314mm)

1

3tinrmm)

(inside dimension)
3iinrmm)

mm

d

I

x

mark pp;

-

,T-----------

4 holestomatch

holes

/
holelfin(4umm)

I

7in(l78)mm)
/

4 holes fin @mm) diameter

incentre oftab

4suitable

holestoassistfixing

---r-o

,

I
/

2 Mill backplate

‘% in (3 mm) thick steel sheet
%Sin (1.5 mm) thick steel sheet
1. Mark out the ‘/B in (3 mm) steel sheet as
shown in the drawing. Drill the various holes
and then cut out the pattern.
2. Fold over the edges or weld separate edges,
as described for the front plate, so that the
front plate will fit easily around the back
plate. Ensure that the inside width is 12 in
(305 mm). Lay the back plate with its edges
at the square end, on a flat surface. File away
any high spots so that the surface formed by
the three edges is flat and of the same height.
3. Bend the tapered end upwards about 20” at
4. When the welding has been completed, file
the outside surface to remove any lumps that
have formed during welding.
5. Cut out the steel strip and weld to the back in
the position shown. The ends can be used to
support a collecting bag.

12in (305mm)

(insidedimension)

4holesabouf
*in (3mm)
diameter
at corners if folded

4hoks $in(7mm)
diameter
cma pitchcirctediametw
of12in(3OOmm)

4holes &in (7mm)
diameter
onapitchcilclediameter
of 9th (240mm)
1 hok &in (7mm)
diameter
on7jin
(1Wmm) radius

Chute
-

foldend forwards about 20’
withedgea folded forwards
toformchute
weldarioin withiheupperednss

&in (I-5mm)thicksteel
16inxlin(400x25mm)
weldedtoback
asshown
oncompletion

3 Bearing housing
Material
2’k in 65 mm1 diameter mild steel bar

1. Machine the bar on a lathe to obtain the correct outside diameter and length.
2. Bore out, in one machining operation, the
centre of the housing as shown. Carefully
machine the two bearing surfaces.
3. Fit the mounting on to a milling machine to
produce the slot between the bearings. Do
not clamp the housing too tightly.
4. Drill and tap the mounting holes at each end
of the mounting and the hole at the side for
the screw to locate the bearings. Remove all
sharp edges.

iinf6mm)

---Ii
drill 4 holes at each end
andtapfin BSF (6mm)
onlfin(44mm)PCD
xl in (25mm) deep

+in ESF (6mm)

c

tapped hole
forscrew
toretain shaft
and
bearing assembly

I
l$in(35mm)diameter
l&in (27mm)
1 diayr
4
l---+-l

g

L$in(105mm)

2inEOn:

1 in (25m

,

‘mill backplateend’

1.3123 in (32,003mm) diameter
1.3118 in (31.987mm) diameter

.

2f in (65mm) diameter

l

F-
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4Rollershaft
Mah?nal
1% in (30 mm) diameter medium steal bar
1. Fit the bar into the chuck of a lathe, and turn
the outside to give a smooth 1 in (26 mm)
diameter shaft. Drill each end of the shaft
with a centre drill for turning between
centres.
2. Fit the shaft into a three-jaw chuck and form
a coarse diamond knurl in the position shown.
3. When the knurl has been completed, remove
the shaft from the chuck and refit it to the
lathe, this time supported between centres.
With a sharp tool. skim the peaks from the
knurl so that the shaft is restored to its original diameter.
4. Polish the shaft with emery cloth, so that the
knurl is smooth and free from any sharp
projections which would wear the tyre.
5. Continue machining each end of the shaft.
Machine the seating for the bearing to give an
interference (tight) fit.
6. Refit the shaft in a three-jaw chuck and drill
and tap the thread at the end. fsee drawing).

1 in (26mm) diam

Ii

tin(12mm)

t

iin(‘3mm)
2s in (74mm)
,-

2in(50rnm)

skimmedcoarse diamond knurl
skimbacktolin
(26mm)diameter
and polish off sharp projections

gin(3mm)
1

(forinterferencefit)
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Material

% in (20 mm) x ‘/e in (3 mm) steel strip
1 in (25 mm) diameter steel bar
1. Mark the position of the central hole of the
rotor arm with a centre punch. Then mar? out
the position of the tip of the rotor arm at each
end.
2. Drill the central hole and cut to length
accurately.
3. Turn the hub as shown. Drili its central hole
and the small hole on one side of the hub for
a split pin (which will be fitted at the assembly stage).
4. Bolt together the roller shaft which has
already been made, the rotor arm and hub.
Mark the position, of the hub err the rotor.
Remove from the shaft and securely weld the
arm and hub accurately together. Compensate
for any warping by straightening out the arm.
I

Make sure that each side of the rotor has
the seme length for correct balance.

14

$in(3mm)
/
/’

if-’
a

hole &in (C5mm)diamater

2
;u; 1

~’:
6
/

L

I

4in112mmldiameter

iinf22mm)

diameter
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6 Rim setting disc
Material

I% in I3 mm) thick mild steel sheet
1. Mark out the disc and the positions of the
holes on a clean piece of steel.
2. Cut carefully around the perimeter of the disc,
keeping close to the line to produce an 8 in
(263 mm) diameter disc. Complete the disc by
filing accurately to the line. Alternatively, fit in
a lathe and turn the outside diameter. Use the
bearing housing, bolted to the disc, to hold it.
3. Drill the hoies.

7 Screen rim
Material

‘Ia in (3 mm) thick carbon steel sheet (or stainless steel sheet for greater durability). preferably
with square edges.
1. Mark out a strip of suitable steel about 25%
in 1648 mm) long, and ensure the edges are
parallel and mark the position of the perimeter
holes as shown in the drawing on the surface
that will eventually form the outside of the
rim.
2. Drill out the holes using a pedestal drilling
machine and sharp twist drills. Always drill
from the outer surface side.
3. Carefully remove any sharp projections which
have been produced during drilling but do not
smooth the actual edges of the holes.
4. Roll the strip around to produce a loop, which
when welded, should fit very closely around
the edge of the setting disc. File smooth any
lumps which form on the inside while welding. The disc will ensure that the rim is kept
as circular as possible.
5. Weld the four tabs to the outside as shown
and drill the mounting holes.
6. File the top edge flat and square so that no
gaps are formed when the front plate is fitted
over the rim.

hT.?

,/

Sin (203mm)

(approximate

insidediameter)

t

I I.

Startingabout
2fin(73mm)framoneendoftheunweldedstrip,
about25)in(648mm)
long,drill38
holes ~in(lOmm~diameter
and+i?(l3mm)apart.
Drilltheholesfromtheoutsidesurface,

Oin(16mm)

ltin(32mm)

4tabs iin (3mm) thick welded flush with la&r edge, each with hole
&in(7mm)diameteronapitchcirclediameter
9iin (240mm)
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8 8orw1~
The size of the holes in the screen determines
the fineness of the product. Screens can be
made of sheet metal with drilled or pressed
holes, or of woven wire. Although it may be
more expensive, woven wire is better because air
and flour can pass through more freely. When
the screen is of wire it must be fitted round the
screen rim. Sheet metal screens, however, are in
one piece, with the outside edge acting as a
screen rim.
The mill should operate satisfactorily with
screens with hole sizes as small as 0.02 in
(0.5 mm) square. Many meshes with different
wire and hole sizes are available depending upon
the supplier. Meshes with square apertures in the
range 0.02 to 0.04 in (0.5 to 1.O mml and wire
diameters in the range 0.016 to 0.028 in (0.4 to
0.7 mm) can be considered. Stain&s steel wire
is preferable. Mosquito wire will probabiy not be
strong enough. If supplies of woven wire are
difficult to obtain, UK suppliers include:

8 CJamp for wire screens
A woven screen can be fitted and tensioned
using the clamp as shown in the drawing.
Cut the screen to length and make the four cutouts at each comer. Position the screen at each
side of the clamp (with the end between two
screws) and clamp the screen tightly with the
four cap screws. Insert a long screw into the
central hole.
Pit the screen round the screen rim while this is
fitted in position on the mill. Position the clamp
in the centre of the undriiied portion; screw the
centre screw against the rim until the screen is
taunt.
Check that all the rim holes are covered by the
semen and that there are no gaps at the edge.

1. N Greenings (Warrington) Ltd. Britannia
Works. Warrington, Lancashire, WA5 5JX.
UK
2. Locker Wire Weavers Ltd. PO Box 161,
Church Street, Warrington, Lancashire,
WA1 2SLJ. UK
3. Bedford, Steer, End 8 Co Ltd. 74-84 Long
Lane. Borough, London, SE1 4A.Z UK.
Screens produced from sheet steel with drilled or
pressed holes are easier to make. Produce a loop
with an internal diameter of 8 in (203 mm) from
%Bin (1.5 mm\-thick steel with holes all round
the edge to act as the rim. Weld four mounting
tabs to the edge of the loop as for the screen
rim.
Drill all holes inwards from the outside, as close
together as possible but not so close as to
weaken the screen.

____
----.-----------

E
3
zJ

_--------------.
t

26in(660mml

ain BSF(6mm)
bolt
x liin(40mm)long

5 holesdrilled gin (6.5mm)
tosuit tapped holes

10 Mounting

pivot

# in (3 mm) thick steel
1. Mark out the outline of both of the component parts of the pivot.
2. Bend the sides of the larger piece, and fit the
spacing piece between the sides so that they
are square and parallei.
3. Weld in the spacing piece and mark the positions of the holes.
4. Drill the holes and remove sharp edges.

11 Pivot backing plate

T/4in (6 mm1 thick steel
1. Manufacture part as shown in the drawing.
2. Fit three % in (6 mml bolts about 1% in (40
mm) long though the holes and secure each
firmly with a nut to make clamping with the
mounting pivot easier.

Zholes $in (10mm)
fi
3 holes $ in (7mm) diameter
for + in (6mm) bolts

3 holes &in (7mm)diameter
for ain (6mm) bolts
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Wl3 Upper support arms
Material

% in (6 mm) thick steel
1. Manufacture two arms which are both generally similar except that the second arm (part
131is without the large hole. The dimension
marked with an asterisk should allow the mill
to be mounted nearly vertically over the rear
wheel. Check and produce different arms if
necessary.

14 Lower support arm

% in (6 mm) thick steel
1. Produce the support bracket generally as
shown in the drawing. The holes should be
chosen on assembly to locate the mill in its
correct position. Bolt the lower end to the top
hole in the upright of the support frame and
the upper end to the bottom corner of the
back plate. The arm should be bent if necessary to keep the mill straight.

hole gin (12.5 mm) diameter
fin(6mm)

I+lin(25rA

,

9finI235mml’

I

4

!2in(300mm)

hole &-t(lOmm)diameter
ineachupperarm
alterpositionif
necessarVtosuitcycleused

4 holes &in (6.5mm)diameter
ineachupperarm
on ltin(44mm)
PCDasshown

L
ain(6mm)
/

fin(12mm)

12 holes &in (7mm) diameter
spaced fin(l2mm)apart

Sin(l2mm)
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15 Bicycle stand/l6

Wheel support plates

Length of each

Material

20 in (510 mm)
24 in (610 mm)
24 in (610 mm)
20 in (510 mm)
16% in (420 mm)
24 in (61rl mm)

1% inxl% inx% inanglet30x30x5mml
As above
As above
1 ‘/z in x % in strip WI x 6 mm)
As above
As above

3. Mark the wheel support plates and cut to

5. Remove each rear axle nut from the bicycle in
turn, fit a plate on to each end of the axle
and refit the nuts.. Measure the distance
between the outside of the two plates.
6. Before welding, set this same distance
between the uprights so that the support
plates on the bicycle fit easi!y between them.
Ensure that the bicycle is mounted level on
the stand before welding.
7. Tack weld the above items together as shown
in the drawing to produce a square and accurate structure. Remove the corners from items
D and E so that the joints are flush and from
the ends of B to prevent injuries to toes

2+in(64mm)

3 holes ain (6mm) diameter

-.:,
7in(430mm)

Bolt wheel support plates (16) ontorearaxle
of the bicycle. Set the uprights A sothat the
plates can now be bolted to the inside edges
asshowntoholdthe bicyclefirmly

Wheel support plates
Material&in (3 mm) thick steel

1 in (25mm)

Pin (20mm)

lSin(lOmm)

in(lODmm)
T-

I-

2fin(58mm)

4
25

Assembly

I

of the milling

1. Position the rotor on the end of the roller
shaft and fix with a ‘/4 in BSF i6 mm) screw
and lock-washer. Drill a hole through the
hub of the rotor, the screw and the shaft
large enough to take a suitable split pin. JZlrill
the hole with extreme care. Remove the
swarf from the hole regularly and do no?
allow the drill to break. Mark the position of
each part so that, later. they can be
assembled more easily.
2. Remove the rotor. Push the two ball bearings on to each end of the roller shaft,
taking care to push only on to the inner race
of the bearing. Do not allow any dust to
enter the bearings themselves.
3. Push the roller shaft into the bearing housing
and retain in position with a ‘/ in BSF (6
mm) screw and locknut. Ensure that the end
with the tapped hole is at the end marked
‘mill backplate end’. Do not force the bearings into the housing. When the shaft is running at its normal speed, the outer race of
each bearing should not spin. If available use
a bearing fixing fluid to prevent this.
4. Position the rim setting disc (part 6) in front’
of the backplate and the upper support arm
(part 1.2)behind. Using four ‘/4 in BSF x 1 in
long (6 mm, x 25 mm) screws and washers,
fix these three items to the ‘mill backplate
end’ of the bearing housing. Check that the
shaft moves freely through the central hole;
file out a little if necessary. Make sure that
the setting disc fits centrally around the
shaft.
5. it is essential that the shaft rotates with
the minimum of friction.
6. Fix the other upper support arm (part 13)
with similar screws to the other end of the
bearing housing.
7. Fit four ‘/ in BSF x2 in long (6 mmx50
mm) screws through the back plate with
their heads at the back of the backplate.
Fasten, using nuts and lock-washers. Check
that the screws line up with the holes on the
front plate.
8. Position a screen between the two plates of
the screen clamps and tighten up the four
screws. Fit the screen around the rim with
the clamp in the middle of the undrilled part.
9. Position the screen rim around the setting
disc and fix to the backplate with four
screws. Tension the screen with the fifth
clamp screw so that the clamp is directly
above the rim.

unit

10. Check that the top edge of the screen rim is
flat and fits closely to the inside surface of
the front plate.
11. Refit the rotor with the screw, washer and
split pin. Check that the rotor can spin freely
inside the rim and does not touch the inner
surface. The clearance between the tip and
the rim should not be more than %Sin (1.5
mm) although it may be difficult to keep this
clearance constant. Check that the rotor tip
runs in the centre of the holes in the rim.
12. Fit the front plate using four wing nuts.
13. Paint all exposed surfaces of all components
to resist rusting.

Screen
Screen clamp

IL

Uppersupportarms

-

Mountingpivot

I

Pivot mounting plate
Sack hanger

Wheel
support plates

Stand
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Final assembly

I

Once the milling unit has been assembled and
the bicycle stand completed, a suitable bicycle is
needed. If possible this should be one without a
a cross bar since in many areas it is the women not the men-who produce the flour. Instructions for using a typical bicycle are given below.
The drawing on page 31 shows a wooden frame
which could be used as an alternative to the
bicycle.
Use a normal. full-sired bicycle in good mechanical condition. Preferably it should have a 26 in
(about 660 mm) diameter wheel rim and its tyre
should be undamaged and should have a tread
pattern with ridges running continuously round
the edge. When the tyre is inflated the tread surface should be as near circular as possible. The
wheaf itself should not have a 3-speed or dynamo hub but should have a free-wheel and a
drive sprocket with about I8 teeth.
1. Remove the rear wheel, chain guard, rear
mud-guard and, if necessary, adjust the position of the brakes. Remove the pedal shaft
bearing assembly, taking care not to lose the
ball bearings.
2. Clean out th,e pedal shaft bearings and refit
after packing them with fresh grease. Use
the adjustment to remove any excess play in
the bearing.
3. Clean and adjust the rear wheel bearings in a
similar manner.
4” Fit the two wheel support plates to the rear
axle of the bicycle as described on page 24.
5. Position the rear wheel of the bicycle
between the uprights of the bicycle stand.
Using two ‘/ in (6 mm1 bolts, fix :he bicycle
by the wheel support plates to the holes in
the uprights,
6. Improvise a suitable support to fix the front
wheel and to keep the bicycle level.
7. Fit the mounting pivot, fusing the backing
plate fitted with the 3 small bolts) above the
wheel on the rear forks with 3 more nuts and
washers.
Never over-tighten these bolts or the
bicycle frame may be crushed.
8. Fit the milling unit itself, using two % in (10
mm) bolts fitted through the holes in the
upper support arms.
9. Select two holes on the lower support arm
that will position the mill correctly on the
tyre. Bolt one end to the upper hole on the
stand and the other end to the back of the
backplate. using the fifth hole towards the

10.

11.

12.

13.

bottom of the plate. Bend the arm if necessary to keep the mill straight.
Whatever the size of the bicycle, you should
arrange that the milt unit rests near the top
of the rear wheel. Shorten or extend the distance between holes in the arms if necessary.
Pump the tyre pressure up to normal hardness and, by sliding the pivot clamp along
the rear wheel forks, fix the mill in rolling
contact with the tyre. The pressure between
them should be as low as possible but, when
the pedals are turned there should be no
obvious slippage under acceleration or under
load. Excessive pressure produces too much
friction.
With the front plate fitted, check that the
friction in the mill is normal by pedalling the
empty mill at a speed of about 85 turns per
minute and then checking how long the mill
takes to stop on its own. This should take
not less than 8 seconds (after the bearings
have been run-in by turning the mill at speed
for a few minutes).
Carry out a grinding test and check that no
grain particles escape in the gaps at the side
between the front and back plates. Bend the
edges slightly to close up any gaps.

Bearing housing

Lower support arm

Wheel support plates
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Using the mill

I

The mill must be operated correctly to achieve
the best results. Bear the following points in
mind.
The mill operates only at high speed. Use a brisk
pedalling speed at all times.
Never operate the machine without
plate in position.

the front

Feed the mill by placing small handfuls of grain
into the chute every few seconds and not by
filling the chute to the top.
Control feeding carefully so that the mill is not
overloaded and slowed down. Otherwise slippage
at the tyre will occur and result in unnecessary
wear.
Overfeeding will also lead to the mill becoming
choked. The front plate and screen will then
have to be removed to clear the mill.
Do not stop the mill while it contains grain
Always run the machine with the screen rim or
perforated screen securely fitted.
Work the mill using two operators, one to drive
and the other to feed in the following manner.
1. Select and fit the correc,? screen for the product required.
2. Fit a clean cloth bag to the outlet chute using
the sack hook and secure to make sure that
all grain particles are caught in the bag.
3. Pedal the mill up to normal speed and start
feeding as described above.

Outline

of an Alternative

Wooden

11

Part No

Part

3” square (75 mml
Planed timber length required

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
6
9
10
11
12
13

base piece
base piece
sear wpport
seat support
foot
fool
foot
upright
upright
handle bar
saddle
Str”t
stwt

54
54
49
24
24
24
12
46
46
24
24
24
24

strut

TOTAL

in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in

I1400 mm)
(1403 mm)
(1303 mm)
EC0 mm1
16% mm1
16Gl mml
1300 mml
i13W mm1
(1300 mm1
(600 mm)
ECU mm1
1600 mm1
1600 mm1

= 36 ft 11.2 metes
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The purpose of this series of Tropical Products Institute publications is to provide working
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